Science on Stage festival Debrecen 29. June – 2. July 2017.
More than 400 teachers from 32 countries took part in Europe’s biggest teaching festival,
Science on Stage 2017 in Debrecen. It was a great chance for them to change their ideas,
share their good practices, make friends and develop connections in hope of future joint
projects. There were a lot of stands all around the Kölcsey centre. Some of the teachers could
show their projects in a workshop or even on stage. There was a highlight session at the end
of each day as well. Social events and the gala dinner made the festival more unforgettable.
Aranka Szamper and Marianna Vizes represented the Tankockakör in the festival. Preparing
for the Science on Stage festival we made a short video about our project which you can see
on the YouTube channel of the festival.
During the organisation we had a stand where we could show our project. We introduced the
LearningApps.org and Kockalalpok.hu websites. We spoke about our teachers’community,
about our facebook group. By showing our own apps we could arouse the interests of our
visitors in the gamificated teaching tools. We had quite a lot of visitors from Sweden to
Greece, from Ireland to Ukraine. Some of them were especially curious and sent their
compatriots to our stand as well. We hope that our new friends will try new teaching methods
and use this interesting and useful teaching tool, the LearningApps!
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We spoke about our students’ apps as well. We also introduced our work made in Hamvas
Béla Grammar School in the UT-2016-0017 tender-project “LearningApps on stage”.
We showed and shared calendars which the students had made from their apps.
We visited several stands, enjoyed the stage-performances and took part in some workshops,
for example the Circus show and the Slime moulds.

Project Ikarus - Switzerland

Entertaining gasis experiments - Czech Republic

Workshop: Circus Show- Poland

Slime moulds - joint project Netherlands & UK

For more pictures, visit our facebook group, please.
It was a really useful meeting with science teachers from different countries. We got a lot of
new ideas and had the chance to share our good practices.
We would like to give thanks to LearningApps for the assistance and to our colleagues for all
the help we got during preparing for the festival.
Aranka Szamper and Marianna Vizes
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